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Mark Twain’s

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER 
staged on January 7, 2006 at University Hall 

Dr Henry Hing-Chuen Cheung (MBBS 1979) and  
Mrs rosita Cheung

Serene and Nicholas have started asking each other reasons 
to back up their thoughts. They are definitely enjoying using 
their brains now! It’s a very different way of learning. It’s a new 
experience for them. These courses stress a lot on thinking and 
exchanging of ideas… I can see that Serene is starting to open 
up and Nicholas is definitely feeling proud about his work!

nicholas Cheung
(11 yrs old)

Classes are interesting.

And their Children:
Serene Cheung (12 yrs old) 

I have learnt to speak out more and more, 
specifying things and not just speaking one 
sentence at a time. I also learnt to use my brain 
more than just giving out primary information. 
We can walk around instead of sitting like 
dummies in class.

Dr ruby Yeung (MBBS 1988)

Maegan and Caitlin are happy in class 
and they are more responsive. They also 
enjoy the courses and the food.

And her children Maegan and Caitlin  
(6 yrs old) 

We get to make things and we can do 
the things we like. And no homework!

Maegan (Left) and Caitlin

raDIo DraMa
Description:
For children who can read on their own, about 7-12 years. 
Learn how to speak clearly and enjoy English fluency through 
drama. Make the characters come alive through your voice!

Programme:
alice in Wonderland
adapted from the story by Lewis Carroll 
• June 19-30; 
• Recording at RTHK on July 8 & 9

InTenSIVe CLaSSIC DraMa 
The Canterbury Tales
• July 12-21, 2006 
• To be staged around and inside Loke Yew Hall, Main Building, 

the historical monument at The University of Hong Kong. 

This play is an adaptation from Chaucer’s famous tales of different 
kinds of travellers. There will be many interesting characters in the 
play including a Knight, a Miller, a Cook, a Merchant, the Wife 
of Bath, a Doctor and a Nun and many more. They each have 
their own story to tell about their adventures.

CoMInG…

* Eduarts was founded by Dr Vicki Ooi 黃清霞 (BA 1965), a professor of literature, drama and English at the 
University for over 30 years, and Ms Lynn Yau 邱歡智 (BA 1981), a graduate in English and Comparative Literature.
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